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Design your own kit online

The thrill of victory. The pain of defeat. The away day trips in 
the back of the team bus. The banter after the game. Plus a 
camaraderie forged from the season’s many thrilling highs 
and gut-wrenching lows. These are things shared by teams up 
and down every country, in every corner of the world. It’s this 
shared passion and love of your chosen sport that inspires us to 
constantly challenge sporting boundaries, to help give you and 
your team the winning edge, by providing you with teamwear that 
can stand up to the toughest of extremes.

To produce your ultimate team kit with all the hidden extras, the Made To Order range 
is just what you need.  Utilising technology from our latest professional rugby jerseys as 
well as wicking properties from our cutting-edge BaseLayer garments, you will not be let 
down by the variety of fabrics, fits and designs. Whatever your colour, whatever your logo, 
whatever your sport...  we have the kit for you and your team.

To design your own kit online or find out more information about Canterbury Teamwear, 
please visit our website:  www.cccteam.com



EVEREST JERSEY
This man mountain of a jersey helped South Africa power to
World Champion status in 2007.  The iconic neckline roars
‘Canterbury’ and will have opponents shaking at the first scrum.
Give your team the kit they deserve.

FIT STYLES: INTERNATIONAL

Introduced for the Rugby World Cup 2007, the international design
incorporates fabric to o�er a tight fitting jersey that moves and flexes
with the body. A comfortable yet high performance jersey, designed to
be worn tight to the body.

Please note the “junior international”  is a slim fit but not tight.  

 

COLLAR STYLES: INTERNATIONAL
Designed for the Rugby World Cup 2007, this innovative design is hard
wearing and durable. Available in twill or self fabric options, the
international collar is applicable to raglan sleeve designs only.
Cover stitching around neck insert and down raglan seam.
Select stitch colour from sublimation colours.   

BINDING & SLEEVES:
Everest sublimate jerseys are only available in short sleeves.

All Everest jerseys include binding on the sleeves & body hem to retain
shape and comfort during wear. 

[93% Polyester / 7% Elastane, 280gsm]

CURVE

[INTERNATIONAL FIT]     SENIOR [B13 608]     JUNIOR [B13 609]
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SIZES: [Senior: S-3XL]      [Junior: Age 6-14]
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CLASSIC SUBLIMATION JERSEY
The most bespoke jersey out there.  Rugby players come in all shapes
and sizes, and so should your kit.  Create a unique jersey from endless
designs including the latest Loop 21 neckline and stand out on the pitch.
Be individual, play as one.

[100% Polyester, 300gsm]

CHAMPION

[CLASSIC FIT] SENIOR [B13 1264]     JUNIOR [B13 1265]
[SLIM FIT] SENIOR [B13 1266]     JUNIOR [B13 1267]

FIT STYLES:
STANDARD  - Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for competition,

training or leisure. Available in a traditional set-in sleeve or raglan sleeve finish. A durable

and comfortable jersey.  

SLIM  - Initially designed for a number of International 7’s teams, this slimmer fitting 

jersey has developed rapidly within the game and o�ers a streamlined fit to enhance 

tackle evasion.

COLLAR STYLES:
SPORTS  - Originally developed for the Rugby World Cup 2003, the sports collar o�ers an 

update to the traditional collar style. The twill material, or self-fabric option for sublimation, 

are combined with a loop neck for durability and performance.

INTERNATIONAL  - Designed for the Rugby World Cup 2007, this innovative design is 
hard wearing and durable. Available in twill or self fabric options, the  international collar 
is applicable to raglan sleeve designs only. Cover stitching around neck insert and down 
raglan seam. Select stitch colour from sublimation colours.

STUB  - Created more than 30 years ago and still popular today, the stub collar o�ers a 

streamline look with performance qualities whilst incorporating the loop neck. Available in 

twill or self fabric.

LOOP 21  - New neck construction for 2011 o�ers superior fit, comfort and greatest 

strength yet. “LOOP 21” is protected by a registered design of Canterbury Ltd 

(Registered Design No. 001691049-001)

SLEEVES:
Sublimated jerseys are available in both long and short sleeves. Long 

sleeves have a ribbed cu�.

SIZES: [Senior: S-4XL]      [Junior: Age 4-14]
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A tough sport needs tough shorts.  With the welcome
addition of both a Rugby League and Professional Poly
Twill short, the hall of fame is steadily growing. 
Stay traditional or push the boundaries.

RUGBY SHORT 

Main Body [Polyester Twill - 100% Polyester, 150gsm]
Gusset [82% Nylon/18% Spandex Tricot]

SENIOR [E52 271]

A

ADVANTAGE

SIZES: [Senior: 28” - 44”]
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SOCKS
Fun or serious, combine your choice of sock with any team
kit to complete your out�t.  Apply any colour combination
or design to your sock, so that your team will stand out from
the crowd whatever the result.     

[100% Polypropylene]

DYO SOCK

SENIOR [T23 658]

SIZES: [Senior: XS-2XL]
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CALF OPTIONS
STANDARD OR HOCKEY WIDE

Hockey wide o�ers increased
stretch and width around calf for

shin guards.

FOOTBED OPTION 3
POLYESTER

Hard wearing lightweight
option.Ideal for football.

FOOTBED OPTION 1
PADDED

Fully padded footbed. Reduces jarring
or blistering. Comfortable and breathable.

FOOTBED OPTION 2
PADDED PANEL

Padded key support areas on
toe and heel. Centre panel aids

air-�ow (as shown).



ADVANTAGE SHORT
SENIOR [T52 2005] 

DYO SOCK
[T23 658]  

CLUB TRACK JACKET
SENIOR [E58 2547]     JUNIOR [E78 2547] 

CLUB TRACK PANT
SENIOR [E51 1650]     JUNIOR [E71 1650] 

CLUB DRY T-SHIRT
SENIOR [E54 5247]     JUNIOR [E74 5247] 
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PLAYERS PACK



CHAMPION HOODY
SENIOR [T55 2308]     JUNIOR [T75 2308]     WOMENS [T65 2308]

CHAMPION POLO
[POLYCOTTON]     SENIOR [T53 2690]     JUNIOR [T73 2691]     WOMENS [T62 2691]
[SPORTSMESH]      SENIOR [T53 2692]     JUNIOR [T73 2692]     WOMENS [T62 2692]
[DRY FIT PIQUE]     SENIOR [T53 2693]     JUNIOR [T73 2693]     WOMENS [T62 2693]

CLASSIC HOOP TEMTECH JERSEY
[CLASSIC FIT]     SENIOR [B13 453]     JUNIOR [B13 454]
[SLIM FIT]            SENIOR [B13 455]     JUNIOR [B13 456]    

CCC LOGO T-SHIRT
SENIOR [E54 4093] JUNIOR [E74 4093]
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CLUB MERCHANDISE



COLD LONG SLEEVE TOP
SENIOR [E54 4110] JUNIOR [E74 4110] WOMENS [E64 4110]

COLD LONG SLEEVE TOP
SENIOR [E58 2661] JUNIOR [E78 2661]

STADIUM JACKET
SENIOR [E58 2544]
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CLUB MERCHANDISE


